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the application programming interface (api) for microsofts new public
cloud service, azure machine learning, was announced in march. the

api enables developers to learn how to build custom machine learning
solutions by utilizing microsofts cloud computing resources, which

includes gpus, tpus, and a compute and memory intensive arm chips
(for ai data processing). the major api features that were disclosed by

microsoft include: machine learning apis for both non-machine
learning and machine learning capabilities. https://azure.microsoft.co

m/en-us/blog/bringing-azure-machine-learning-to-the-cloud/ easy
integration into the azure stack development ecosystem.com/en-

us/blog/azure-stack-introduction/ the ability to process a number of
diverse data types: text, image, time series data, and voice. for text
analytics, lucene is a search engine for full-text documents. created
by an open source group of programmers and scientists, it is widely
used for developing and optimizing search engines. lucene is a fast,
light-weight java library that is designed to be easily embedded and

does not require an application server. for text analysis and indexing,
it is one of the fastest libraries available. snooping on the new york

times, reuters, and other media outlets around the world has come to
be a central piece of news data collection and reporting by many
news organizations. this functionality can be used to organize and

sort news streams so that reporters can find the information theyre
looking for. however, it can also be used by malicious actors to

quickly overwhelm a victim with junk content, so strong security is
required. microsoft wants to make this easy to implement, so a

development kit is available. services are billed based on
computational intensive usage, rather than a flat-rate charge per use.

the service is priced at $.05 per gb of storage or $.05 per tb of
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storage, and provides near real-time monitoring for storage usage.
the storage service is offered as a public azure resource for anyone to

use. https://github.com/microsoft/hgntools
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kibana is an elasticsearch
plugin that gives visualization

and analysis capabilities to
any database. instead of

searching for patterns in your
data, you can start with your
data and pull out patterns on

your own. it offers several
ways to explore the data. it
displays data, as well as the
history of data, and provides
many statistical metrics. for
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example, you can view data
from one year to the next
year, and see trends. its

visualization features include
dashboards that you can
customize and publish to

share with others. a free and
open source open source

python web framework for
building fast, scalable web

apps. it makes it very simple
to build apis, web

applications and web
services in python. there are
also frameworks like django,
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pyramid, web2py, flask and
bottle for quick web

development. the framework
has a powerful feature set
and provides support for

websockets, session support,
authentication and multi-site

support. the project is a
framework for implementing
mobile applications that run
as web sites. ionic makes it

easy to build such an
application. the technology

includes built-in data storage
and a great set of apis. you
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can use javascript, typescript
and angular for building
mobile apps. the drupal

module can be installed on
almost any website. it
provides the essential

functionality for blogging,
website building and cms

development. it provides a
user-friendly and admin-

friendly interface that allows
you to install and configure

modules. it is used to build a
lot of the websites around
the world, like myspace,
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ebay, wikipedia and
hundreds more. it is fully

customizable, and supports
authentication, media

handling, comments and
translation. 5ec8ef588b
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